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first was to lend the weight of the Association to
Professor Crowe in his difficult position if it were
found — as it was found — that he had been unjustly
dismissed. The second and no less important
purpose was, by defining the issues and stating
certain principles of right academic behaviour,
to strengthen the concept of academic freedom
throughout Canada. Injustice to one professor is
injustice to all, and a proper defence in one
instance increases the security of all. It is to be
hoped that, whatever the outcome of this unhappy
incident, the concepts of academic freedom and
tenure, and of the teacher's essential role in the
community, will be more fully understood within
and without the profession. Every teacher in
Canada owes a debt of gratitude to the two members
of the Committee who conducted this difficult
assignment with such thoroughness and dignity.”
— Editorial preface to the Report of the Investigating Committee
(V.C. Fowke and Bora Laskin) into the case of the dismissal
of Professor H.S. Crowe as it appeared in the C.A.U.T.
Bulletin in January of 1959.
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The Harry Crowe Foundation
In November of 2002, the governing Council of
the Canadian Association of University Teachers
(CAUT) established a new foundation to carry
out education and research on the role of postsecondary education in contemporary society.
Named the Harry Crowe Foundation after the
person whose academic freedom case gave
rise to the modern day CAUT, the foundation
sponsors research and organizes conferences
on such issues as freedom of expression, the
politicization of academic work, social factors
affecting research priorities, institutional
autonomy and governance, and scholarly
communication in a digital age.

Our Intellectual Heritage Is Precious
If you value academic freedom, please support the Harry Crowe Foundation, a registered charity
that undertakes education and research on freedom of expression, institutional autonomy, and
the integrity of academic research and scholarship.
To contribute, fill out the coupon below and mail it to the Harry Crowe Foundation. Donors will
receive a charitable tax receipt.
Two ways to donate
One Time Gift

PLEASE DETACH OR PHOTOCOPY DONATION FORM

Universities and
colleges play a vital
role in our society.
Help defend
academic freedom
and scholarship
in Canada.
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 $15/mth.
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 $25/mth.
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* Monthly pledge can be changed or cancelled
by the contributor at any time.

If donating by credit card, please complete:

Card # _______________________ Expiry Date ____________ Signature ________________________
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The Harry Crowe Foundation is committed to protecting personal information provided by individual donors.
Please see the Foundation’s privacy statement at www.crowefoundation.ca
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